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mutual benefits and to collaborate closely
to address common challenges and to attain
common goals.

Foreword
of the Republic of Singapore, His Excellency
Tan Chuan-Jin, and the Minister of Religious
Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia, His
Excellency Lukman Hakim Saifuddin for
gracing the opening of the interfaith dialogue
and to extend our most sincere gratitude
to all participants attending the event and
all parties involved in making the event
successful. Special thanks also extended
to our colleagues at the Indonesian Ministry
for Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Religious
Affairs.

Assalamu’alaikum Warrahmatullahi
Wabarakatuh,
Shalom,
Om Swastiastu.
It gives me great honour to extend our
highest appreciation to the members of the
interfaith community in Singapore for their
kind support and enthusiasm in preparing
the first interfaith dialogue in Singapore.
This important dialogue was initiated by the
Embassy of Indonesia and organised jointly
with the interfaith community in Singapore
as part of commemorative activities to mark
the 50 th Anniversary of Indonesia–Singapore
Diplomatic Relations.

As the Diplomatic Relations have reached
its Golden Jubilee Anniversary, significant
progress has been achieved over the past
five decades for both countries, peoples and
the region. Both countries have committed
to continue their close partnership for

I wish to extend our appreciation to the
Minister for Social and Family Development
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people interactions and promote better
understanding, tolerance, harmony, and the
spirit of unity in diversity. The dialogue also
demonstrates
that
the promotion of tolerance and mutual
understanding among
peoples of different
f a i t h s o r c u l ture
should present the
counter narrative
to
the
misle d
purit an views and
understanding.

Over the past decades, both countries
are gaining many successes in promoting
tolerance, harmony and unity in their
respective diversified communities.
However, challenges which emerged in
the past years, particularly on the issue
of religious extremism and radicalism,
require collaborative efforts to counter
in a comprehensive manner.

It
is
our
most
sincere hope that
this interfaith and
intercultural dialogue
could enable us to
chart for a better
future and to rise
together in a spirit
of stronger partnership and friendship in the
next decades to come.

The dynamic development in our society,
coupled with the rapid transformation of
telecommunication technologies and social
media presented both opportunities and
challenges. Therefore, dialogues to allow
exchange of experiences and lessons learnt
to address those issues in a comprehensive
manner is pertinent and timely.

I wish you all the best and may God Almighty
always bless our efforts.
Thank you.
Wassalamu’alaikum warrahmatullahi
wabarakatuh ….
Shalom,
Om Canti, Canti, Canti, Om…

This interfaith dialogue between religious
leaders from Indonesia and Singapore
also serves as a platform for people-to-

HE I GEDE NGURAH SWAJAYA
Ambassador of the Republic of Indonesia
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Buaya

Histories
& stories
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Pulau Bakong Bi

Gunung Daik

Pulau Lingga

Sumatera

Pulau Singkep

PULAU
PANDAN

Understanding Early Singapore & Indonesia

HABIB HASSAN AL-ATTAS
Imam of Ba'alwie Mosque, Singapore

Pulau Pandan (above) Recounted in a famous Malay pantun, the Pandan Isle exists
within the Riau province, along the Indonesian peninsula.

T

he word Indonesia is a
combination of two Greek
words; Indo, meaning India
and nesos, meaning island in Greek.
Similarly, Polynesia is a combination
of two Greek words; Poly meaning
many and nesos meaning island.
Polynesia (‘many islands’) is a cluster
of approximately 1,000 islands!
The word Indonesia was believed to
be first used by the Dutch or other
Europeans. Some say it was first
suggested and used by Englishmen
Earl George Samuel Windsor and
James Richardson Logan in 1850.1
The
Europeans
were
enthralled
by India and thought, at that time,
Indonesia was part of India. Their

belief was strengthened when they
found many Hindus in Indonesia.
Similarly, Southeast Asia at one time,
which included countries like Vietnam,
Myanmar, Cambodia, Laos and
Thailand was known as Indo-China
(India-China) to the Europeans.
When Christopher Columbus landed
in America, he saw the red-skinned
natives and thought he was in India.
The native Americans came to be
known as Red Indians.2
Many Orientalists state that the
Indians were the people who first
brought Islam to Indonesia when
they found a gravestone of Indian
origin from Surat, India in Indonesia.

1 An Overview of Indonesia, Expat Web Site Association, October 2006.
2 Charles Paul Mac Kie, With the Admiral of the Ocean Sea (Drawn Mainly from the Diary of Christopher Columbus),
Chicago, A.C. McCLURG & Company, 1891.
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Java and Sumatra
Describing their country, early
Indonesians — and many until today
— still talk about Java and Sumatra
as their hub. The Javanese, since
hundreds of years ago, are believed
to be refined people with a rich
history of kingship and the arts.
Sumatra, on the other hand, is the
largest island in Indonesia. The
Sumatrans, in the past, were more
agriculturists and the country was
rich in gold.

that someone saw an ant as big as a
cat.3 Imam al-Mas’udi in the eighth
century also talked about a man who
saw a very big ant in Sumatra.4
Early Muslims
Early Muslim writers however, and
many until today, refer to Indonesia as
Bilãd al-Jãwa in their writings. Thus the
Malay or Javanese language written
in the Arabic script is referred to as
Jawi. The Arabs until today refer to
Indonesians as Jawi or man from Java.
Nusantara

Sumatra
Sumatra comes from the Malay
word semut raya meaning big ant. In
Hikayat Raja Pasai, it was mentioned

Indonesia is also sometimes referred
to as Nusantara, believed to be from
the Malay words Nusa, meaning
island, and antara, meaning in

3 Merah Silau found an ant as big as cat. He caught, ate it and named the country, Samudera, later Sumatra — Russell
Jones, Hikayat Raja Pasai, pp 13-14. Yayasan Karyawan , KL 1999. Prof Syed Muhammad Naquīb al- Attās, an interview.
4 Abil Hasan `Alī bin al-Husayn bin `Alī al-Mas’ūdī, Muruj al-Dhahab, Dar al-Fikr, 1973.
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“In modern times it is almost impossible for a man
to live alone by himself without having good friends to
bring happiness, peace, tranquility and success.”
Habib Hassan al-Attas

between. Thus, Nusantara means in
between islands.

and dialects in Indonesia with
approximately 300 distinct native
ethnic groups!

Melayu

Parameswara
Having ruled Singapura
as its last king from
1389 to 1398, some
Portugese accounts
suggest the king fled
to become the first
Sultan of Malacca
from 1402 to 1414.

The Malays in Singapore are called
“Orang Melayu”. The term Melayu
originates from Kerajaan Melayu
whose capital was Jambi in the Riau
Islands of Indonesia. Many Chinese
writings since the Yuan Dynasty
mention Melayu. The word Ma-LaYu in the history of China was often
mentioned to identify the country in
the South China Sea. The spelling and
pronunciation of the word mentioned
in Chinese differs according to
writers at different times; Bok-LaYu, Mok-La-Yu, Ma-Li-Yu-Er etc.5
Marco Polo in his book, Travels
of Marco Polo, also mentioned
“Malauir”.6 The book, Sejarah Melayu,
discusses the origins of Melayu in
Palembang.7
Bahasa Melayu
Some historians believe there are
more than 742 different languages

Kings of Temasek (top, left) Published in The Straits Times on 26 February 1948,

Bahasa
Melayu
or
the
Malay
Language spoken and written in
Singapore is similar to the Malay
Language spoken in Riau. One
famous Malay pantun that is widely
known in Singapore even till today is:

Pulau Pandan Jauh ke Tengah
Gunung Daik Bercabang Tiga
Hancur Badan Dikandung Tanah
Budi Yang Baik Di Kenang Jua
Meaning:

Pandan Isle far from the center,
Daik Mountain has three peaks,
Though my body is in tatters,
I will remember your noble deeds.
Pandan Isle is in Riau and so is Daik
Mountain with three peaks. Both
still exist today. This proves clearly
that the Bahasa Melayu spoken and
written in Singapore is also the same

5 Subri Zain, The Origins of the Word Melayu. John Miksic, Wider Contacts in Protohistoric Times.

Sri Tri Buana is said to have ruled Temasek from 1299-1347 AD — the title Sang Nila
Utama assumed meaning “Lord of Three Worlds” in Sanskrit. (bottom, right) In Sejarah
Melayu, Sang Nila Utama was referenced as the 13th century Palembang prince linked
to the founding of a settlement called “Singapura” on the island of Temasek in 1299.
(right) Museum Sang Nila Utama, a heritage museum in Pekanbaru, Indonesia.

Bahasa Indonesia spoken and written
in Riau, Indonesia.
Parameswara and
Sang Nila Utama
Parameswara was a ruler of Temasek
(old Singapore). He was the last Malay
Prince of the Hindu Sri Vijaya Kingdom
from Palembang before he left for
Malacca to become a Muslim and established the Kerajaan Melayu Melaka
— the Malay Kingdom of Malacca.
Singapura (Singapore) was named by
Sang Nila Utama, also a Prince from
the Sri Vijaya Kingdom of Palembang.
He came to Temasek (old Singapore)
and changed the name to Singapura
(Singapore). This is believed to have
been in 1299 when he saw a lion (singa
means lion and pura means city).

When Sir Stamford Raffles made an agreement with Sultan Husein Shah in 1819, the
Sultan and his family, at that time, were
living in the Riau Islands.
Our Prime Minister’s great grandparents,
Lee Hoon Leong and Ko Liem Nio, were
married in Semarang, a city in central Java. 8
Many Arab families, like the Alkaff and
the Aljunied families, settled in Singapore
from Palembang under the invitation of Sir
Stamford Raffles.
Food
When we look back at the history of
Singapore, we cannot help but realise that
the family, language, culture and food of
these two countries are intertwined with
each other. For example, the staple food
for both countries is rice.

6 Ronald Latham, The Travels of Marco Polo, The Folio Society, London, 1999.
7 W.G Shellabear, Sejarah Melayu, Fajar Bakti Sdn Bhd, KL, 1978.
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8 The Singapore Story, Memoirs of Lee Kuan Yew, pp 27, Times Edition, 1998. BBC, Reports Nonie Ami, 29 March 2015.
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If in Singapore we have nasi lemak,
in Indonesia we have nasi uduk. Nasi
Ambeng, a popular Javanese cuisine,
is also very popular in Singapore. It is
normally served in a tray and enjoyed
together by a group of people.
Satay
Satay, a famous barbequed meat
favoured in Singapore and Indonesia
originated from the Arabs. These
Arabs would slaughter a lamb or a
goat and barbeque them. When the
natives asked what that was, they
would replied, “Shātī”, meaning my
lamb, thus the word satay.
Conclusion
When Temenggong Abdulrahman
was in Singapore in the early 1800’s,
he had about 40 perahu which traded
within the islands. This continued
during the time of his grandson,
Abubakar who provided Damar (a
kind of resin) mainly from the islands
and sold them to England.

This spirit lives on as Singapore has
been instrumental in providing the
link between Indonesian trade with
the rest of the world.
Singaporeans are one of the top
visitors to Indonesia and Indonesians
are one of the top visitors to
Singapore. Singapore’s success is
Indonesia’s and vice versa.
In modern times it is almost impossible
for a man to live alone by himself
without having good friends to bring
happiness, peace, tranquility and
success.

IND ONESIA – SING AP ORE

MORE THAN
MERELY
NEIGHBOURS

Once, two anthropologists, Prof
Leif Manger from Norway and Prof
Michael Gilsenan from England, were
asked what the future of Singapore
would be like in the next hundred
years. Both replied that it depends on
her neighbours. In other words, if her
neighbours are successful, she will
be successful.
In conclusion, let me quote a famous
Malay proverb:
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SEMARANG
Origins of a Luminary

Air dicincang tidak akan putus
Meaning:

Blood is thicker than water

Tastes of Sate (left) Similar to kebabs, satay (‘sate’ in Bahasa Indonesia)
is a dish made of cubes of skewered meat grilled and eaten with a peanut
sauce dip and is popular among Singaporeans and Indonesians alike. (right)
The travelling satay man was a familiar sight in Singapore 'til the late 70s.
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The relationship between Indonesians
and Singaporeans are inseparable.
Every effort to strengthen these
close ties will bring peace, happiness
tranquility and success to their
people. ■

During his travels on board a steamer plying
between Singapore and the Dutch East Indies,
purser Lee Hoon Leong met his sweetheart, Ko
Liem Nio and tied the knot in Semarang, a city in
Central Java, Indonesia on 25 March 1899. The
couple bore a son, Lee Chin Koon, in Semarang
in 1903, who later married a Peranakan, Chua
Jim Neo, in Singapore in 1922.

IMMORTALISED IMAGE. Circulated
worldwide through social media and now
officially a part of National Museum of
Singapore's collection — the memorial
portrait of Singapore’s first Prime
Minister, Lee Kuan Yew, was taken by
renowned Indonesian photographer, Tara
Sostrowardoyo on 23 November 2004.

A year later while settling down in 92 Kampong
Java Road, the young couple gave birth to a
boy who would later become independent
Singapore's founding father and one of modern
history’s most prominent nation-builder, Lee
Kuan Yew.
9
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ACEH

Compassion in Motion

The Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami on Boxing Day 2004, which
caused massive deaths and devastation in many countries, especially
to the Indonesian province of Aceh, witnessed an unprecedented
outpouring of compassion and generosity from Singaporeans to help
their neighbours in distress. Around S$100 million was contributed by the people, corporations and the
government towards the relief, rehabilitation and reconstruction efforts to help derailed lives back on
track for the tsunami-affected communities.

SOUTH
SUMATRA

03

Powering the Neighbourhood

In Singapore’s bid to improve its energy efficiency and
environmental sustainability, the country opted for
natural gas over oil and coal, releasing less air pollutants
and lower carbon emissions into the atmosphere.

Singapore

Duri

Batam

Minas
Pekanbaru
Rengat

Today, 95.5% of Singapore’s electricity is generated
from natural gas, piped from its neighbours, largely
from the gas fields of Indonesia’s South Sumatran
province.

Sakeman
K. Tungkal
Jambi

As with any growing cosmopolitan cities, both
Indonesia and Singapore are striving towards
more sustainable solutions to address their energy
needs while contributing towards a more habitable
environment for their future generations.

HANDS TO HEARTS. (left) Singaporean NGOs and Indonesian civic groups joined hands, and collaborated with militaries
from TNI and SAF, to dispatch relief supplies to Meulaboh and Banda Aceh shortly after the tsunami. (right) Faith leaders from
Singapore took turns to observe and offer prayers during the 100-Day memorial at Ulee Lheue, the ground zero at Banda Aceh,
for victims of the quake and tsunami.

ALL THAT GLITTERS. Natural gas is supplied through a
477km high-pressure undersea pipeline originating from
the corridor in South Sumatra, passing through Jambi and
Jabung en route to Batam and onward to the households,
and industrial and commercial centres in Singapore.
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INTERDEPENDENCE
Domestic Helpers Overseas

To allow families to have two working spouses, the need for domestic helpers in Singapore
is projected to rise to 300,000 by 2030. Hence domestic helpers form an integral part
in the society's social support. Stories like Ristanti (left) emphasise the invaluable roles
that domestic helpers play — by not only contributing indirectly to Singapore's economic
progress but also in shaping the future generations of both nations.

As of 2016, close to 240,000 foreign domestic
helpers are in Singapore, of which a little more
than half are Indonesians. Domestic helpers serve
Singaporean families in many ways — as a nanny,
caregiver, housekeeper or cook — over time
becoming an integral part of the Singaporean family
life, with nearly one in every five households.

(left) Babussalam Boys Orphanage in Meulaboh was one of the facilities reconstructed by Singapore’s most active humanitarian
NG0, Mercy Relief, in Aceh. (top, right) Singapore’s former Speaker of Parliament, Abdullah Tarmugi, and current Senior Minister
of State for Defence and Foreign Affairs, Dr Mohamad Maliki Osman, on the Chinook en route to Meulaboh, Aceh, to witness
the ongoing relief efforts by Singaporean aid agencies there in February 2005. (right) TNI’s Colonel Andi Geerhan Lantara (now
retired Lieutenant-General) and SAF’s Colonel Tan Chuan-Jin (now Minister for Social & Family Development) were instrumental
in leading joint-military relief efforts to help stabilise the humanitarian crisis in Meulaboh during the acute phase.
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sacrifices and the well-being of their own families, as
they often leave behind young children and ageing
parents themselves when they go abroad to work.
Inspired from reading to her Singaporean employer's
three-year-old son back in 2003, Ms Ristanti
Ningrum set up and runs a library after working
more than a decade as a domestic helper — to
extend the gift of education to the children in her
village in East Java, through her treasure trove of
English and Bahasa books.

Caring for the employer's children or elderly,
domestic helpers ensure that households are in
order, such that their employers can work in peace.
To do so, they leave their own families behind in
search of economic opportunities in a faraway
land. Employers must understand the needs of
their domestic helpers, as well as appreciate their

This is a tribute to the domestic helpers for their
quiet yet significant contributions, and the great
difference they make for many families in Singapore.
11
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360. A printed collection of
excerpts from verses and
traditions in the various
holy books and scriptures.

FLAGS

Curious Coincidence of Colours
The Flag of Singapore is known as Singapura.
National flags represent statehood, history, ideals
and values of nations.

The design is a horizontal bicolour of red above
white — red representing universal brotherhood
and equality of man, while the white symbolises
pervading and everlasting purity and virtue. The
crescent moon represents a young nation on the
ascendant, and the five stars depict democracy,
peace, progress, justice and equality.

The Flag of Indonesia bears the name Sang Saka
Merah-Putih (The Sacred Red and White).
The Flag has a horizontal bicolour with two equal
horizontal bars — the red symbolising human blood
or body (physical aspect of human existence), and
the white representing the human spirit (spiritual
aspect of human existence).

Days &
Devotion

It was adopted in 1959, the year Singapore became
self-governing within the British Empire, and
unveiled on 3 December 1959 at the installation
of the first Malayan-born Yang di-Pertuan Negara
(Head of State), Encik Yusof Ishak. The Flag was
later adopted officially upon her independence on
9 August 1965.

It was introduced and hoisted in public at the
Indonesian Independence declaration ceremony
on 17 August 1945 in Pegangsaan Timur Street,
and Independence from the Netherlands on 17
August 1950.

Some sources stated that the Flag was originally
meant to be displayed over a complete fill of red,
and not red and white strips. The white was added
to avoid the appearance of support for communism.

Some sources shared that the design of the Flag is
based on the 13th century Javan Majapahit Empire
flag that had nine red and white stripes.

Did they really say this?
First President of Indonesia, Sukarno:

First Prime Minister of Singapore, Lee Kuan Yew:

“Red is the symbol of courage. White is the symbol

“The Chinese population wanted five stars, which
were modeled off the flag of the People's Republic of
China and the Muslim population wanted a crescent
moon. Both of these symbols were combined to
create the national flag of Singapore.” 2,3

of purity. Our Flag has been there since 600 years
ago (the Golden Era of Majapahit Empire).” 1

1 ““Indonesia”. Flags of the World. 6 Sep 2006. Retrieved 26 Dec 2007.

Daily dose of teachings & traditions
al-Attas (Muslim), and Venerable Sheng Miao
(Buddhist) shared their wisdoms through
the selection of key teachings of the various
faiths. The sharing session was facilitated
by Mr Noor Marican, legal advisor & council
member of the Inter-Religious Organisation,
Singapore (IRO). The sharing was closed
with concluding remarks from visiting guest
speaker, Venerable Master Chin Kung.

Singapore, 25 November 2016 — The interfaith
community in Singapore held a gathering
called, 360 — Daily Dose of Dogma, to promote religious connectivity and consistency
in daily lives.
Renowned and senior faith leaders comprising
Reverend Gabriel Liew (Christian), Master
Lee Zhi Wang (Taoist), Imam Habib Hassan

2 ““National Pride” (PDF). Synergy. Contact Singapore. Sep–Oct 2009. Retrieved 15 Dec 2009.
3 Lee Kuan Yew (1998). ““The Singapore Story: Memoirs of Lee Kuan Yew.” Singapore: Times Editions. pp. 342–343. ISBN 978-981-204-983-4.
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Over 250 guests made up of professionals,
religious leaders and interfaith activists
attended the fellowship held at the Singapore
Press Holdings (SPH) Auditorium.
A publication, simply titled 360 – a printed
compilation of excerpts from verses and
traditions of the various holy books and

scriptures, will be presented at UNESCO in
September 2017, as a model for the world—
a first of its kind as an interfaith initiative.
In light of a fast-moving world where people
are extremely busy or distracted from
spiritual compasses, the 360 was initiated
by Reverend Master Chin Kung, for easy
reference and daily application.

Renowned interfaith leader, Venerable Master
Chin Kung, has been travelling tirelessly
around the world to advocate interfaith
understanding and respect.

In September that year, Venerable Master was
conferred the Honorary Doctorate Degree
by the Syarif Hidayatullah State Islamic
University. ■

Venerable Master Chin Kung encouraging the daily reference to, and practice of, the respective faiths’ scriptures and traditions
through the 360 publication which he initiated.

In 2004, he made a trip to Indonesia and
donated AUD 2.4 million to six universities
there, to support needy students fulfil their
academic aspirations.

Former Speaker of Parliament, Abdullah Tarmugi (4th from left), called for more worthy engagements to strengthen trust between
faiths, hence nationhood, while faith leaders unveiled their respective faith's compilation. The publication, which aims to
promote religious connectivity and consistency in the daily lives of its readers, will be presented at UNESCO in September 2017.
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He met with Indonesian leaders, amongst
others, Ibu Megawati Sukarnoputri, Bapak
Ab durrahman Wahid and Sri Sult an
Hamengkubuwono X to share on recognising
of religious differences, moral ethics and
mutual learning.

15
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Wishes

HJ ABDUL RAZAK HASSAN MARICAR

Chairman

Chief Executive

Hindu Endowments Board

Islamic Religious Council of Singapore (Muis)

VENERABLE DR K GUNARATANA

Hindu Endowments Board, Singapore is honoured to
be a part of the first Indonesia–Singapore Interfaith &
Intercultural Dialogue and Exchange. We are happy to

FRIAR JOHN WONG, OFM

note that this is a community-led initiative supported

Office of Custos

by both the Republic of Indonesia Government and the

OFM Custody of St Anthony (Malaysia-Singapore-Brunei)
Chairman, The Order of Friars Minor (S)

Government of Singapore.

With an event such as this, we

My dear brothers and sisters,
Salam Damai!

now have a platform for interfaith

Almost 800 years ago, Sultan Al-Malik al-Kamil of Egypt
met with St Francis of Assisi during a turbulent time of
clashing cultures. By mutual respect and recognition
of each other as brothers, the Sultan and the Saint
pioneered a process of interfaith and intercultural
dialogue that brought peace and transformation to the
world around them.

communities to foster closer ties,
harmony and understanding.
Our Board is happy to host delegates, including faith
leaders, from Indonesia during the 4-day programme
and facilitate visits to our temples — two of which are
National Monuments with rich historical backgrounds.

Today, as members of one family
of common humanity, may mutual
respect and understanding continue
to grow, as we celebrate all that we
have in common that is beautiful,
good and true in this archipelago
and world that is our home.

I am positive that such engagement will showcase
to leaders from spiritual sectors the prevailing rich
heritages in Singapore.
On behalf of members of the Hindu Endowments
Board, Singapore I congratulate everyone involved in
this inaugural initiative and wish you every success.

Heartiest congratulations to all on the occasion
of RI SING 50!
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Religious Adviser

The Islamic Religious Council of Singapore (Muis)
has had a long and cherished relationship with the
Ministry of Religious Affairs of the Republic of
Indonesia, particularly through the Informal Meeting
of the Religious Affairs Ministers of Brunei, Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore (MABIMS) — through sharing
of best practices in the management of socio religious
life of the Muslim communities in the region.

Mahakaruna Buddhist Society, Singapore
Sri Lankaramaya Buddhist Temple
Buddhism teaches us that no one can individually make
a claim for a life, for one cannot live apart from one's
surroundings. An individual cannot merely live alone, as
we live in a world of interdependence.

One should treat others in exactly
the same way as one treats one self.

Singapore and Indonesia are
both remarkably diverse societies.
A unique feature of Southeast Asian
communities, diversity is celebrated
and seen as source of strength, instead
of divide, and as opportunity instead of
problem. Both countries have achieved
a lot through close collaborations,
including the area interfaith relations.

— Attanm Upaman Katva
(The Dhammapada)
According to the Buddha, the sense of value of
one's self is derived from others. As our existence
is dependent on those around us, we must cultivate
an attitude of respect and gratitude towards others.
Similarly, by fostering close ties with our neighbours,
and cultivating the spirit of love and compassion
for each other, we learn to build strong foundations
of a good society, where care and prosperity exist
abundantly for all.

Muis will continue to cherish this friendship. In
celebrating the 50 th anniversary of bilateral relations
between both countries, Muis looks forward to
closer partnership in building a harmonious society
that harnesses the diversity and common good.
We congratulate the Republic of Indonesia for the
unwavering commitment to pursue peace and
stability together with Singapore.

We offer our warmest congratulations to all for
the golden jubilee of bilateral relations between
Indonesia and Singapore, as well as those involved
in this exchange to promote interfaith harmony and
understanding. May your beautiful efforts be fruitful in
bringing peace, unity and happiness to both nations,
and to the rest of the world!
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Interfaith & Intercultural Dialogue and Exchange
Sharing of Best Practices, Lessons Learnt & Way Forward

